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Although people working in healthcare generally find their work meaningful and satisfying, they are at high risk of burnout – a psychological syndrome comprising three dimensions: a) emotional exhaustion, b) feelings of cynicism and detachment from the job, and c) a sense of ineffectiveness or lack of accomplishment. There is evidence that the challenges associated with the COVID-19 pandemic has intensified this risk.

Burnout has serious implications for organisations and patients/service users as well as the health and wellbeing of practitioners, so it is essential to implement evidence-informed intervention strategies for its prevention and management. As burnout is a response to workplace stress, interventions are needed at the organisational as well as the individual level.

This guide is designed for people working in occupational health and associated roles, as well as those involved in managing wellbeing in the workplace. It provides a general overview of the causes, signs and symptoms and ways of managing burnout. It focuses on the healthcare sector but would be relevant and helpful for people working in other industries.

The guide initially considers the nature of burnout and provides a brief history of the development of the concept. The prevalence of burnout among healthcare professionals, and the reasons why they are at particular risk, are then examined. The organisational and individual level factors that can increase the risk of burnout in healthcare contexts are identified along with its implications for wellbeing and performance.

The signs and symptoms of burnout are identified and syndromes associated with burnout, such as embitterment, compassion fatigue and moral injury, are outlined. Also highlighted is the need to conceptualise burnout as a developmental process in response to challenging working conditions, rather than a discrete set of symptoms to be ‘treated’.

Examples of evidence-informed strategies to manage burnout at different levels (i.e. organisation, individual and tertiary) are provided. The key role played by occupational health professionals in reducing the risk of burnout and managing its negative effects is highlighted. Several case studies are included to illustrate key issues and identify best practice.
Burnout is a state of physical and emotional exhaustion due to excessive and prolonged interpersonal work-related stressors. The term was first used in 1971 to refer to the exhaustion experienced by US air traffic controllers in response to long working hours, increased pressure and fatigue and later used by Freudenberger to describe the damaging effects of work that is emotionally demanding and requires sustained compassion. Today, burnout is based on Maslach’s work which recognises it as a syndrome with three components:

- **Emotional exhaustion**: feeling over-extended and drained of mental and physical energy – ‘I feel emotionally drained from my work’.
- **Depersonalisation/cynicism**: active disengagement from the job and negative attitudes towards patients, people accessing services, or colleagues – ‘I feel that I treat some people I work with impersonally’.
- **Decreased sense of accomplishment and professional efficacy**: poor sense of achievement and loss of purpose – ‘I have not accomplished many worthwhile things in this job’.

**WHAT IS BURNOUT?**

Burnout can manifest itself in many ways. Changes can be at a cognitive, emotional, attitudinal and behavioural level and have the potential to seriously compromise mental and physical health. As mentioned, while burnout is not in itself a diagnosis, it is crucial to be aware of its signs and symptoms to enable intervention at an early stage.

**WHAT ARE THE SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS OF BURNOUT?**

**Common signs of burnout**

- **Emotional changes**: anger and frustration; anxiety, fear and panic; self-doubt and a sense of failure; feeling overwhelmed, helpless, trapped and defeated; emotional numbness or blunting; loss of enthusiasm and a sense of meaningfulness; feeling under-valued; loss of enjoyment of work and sense of doing a good job.
- **Cognitive changes**: lack of concentration; procrastination and difficulty making decisions; increased cynicism and criticism of others and suspicion of their motives; rumination over minor offences or perceived slights; doubts about competence and fear of making mistakes.
- **Physical changes**: insomnia and chronic fatigue; medically unexplained symptoms such as headaches and gastrointestinal disorders; increased vulnerability to infectious disease.
- **Social changes**: feeling alienated from other people; a sense of isolation and being alone in the world.
- **Behavioural changes**: loss of sense of humour; irritability and lack of empathy; self-medication with food, alcohol or drugs; neglecting personal needs; withdrawal from others and distancing oneself from work.

The 11th revision of the World Health Organization (WHO) International Classification of Diseases (ICD-11) recognises burnout as a syndrome resulting from chronic, unmanaged workplace stress rather than a medical condition. It should be recognised, however, that people who are burned out are at high risk of developing diagnosable mental health conditions, such as depression, generalised anxiety disorder or substance misuse.
Longitudinal studies show that burnout is a developmental process rather than a discrete set of symptoms. The development through the stages of burnout is similar to the response to stress identified in Selye’s General Adaptation Syndrome, which has three phases: alarm, resistance and exhaustion. Thus, a job that is highly emotionally demanding can deplete a worker’s emotional resources, causing emotional exhaustion. As a form of self-protection, the worker may then distance themselves psychologically from others by engaging in depersonalisation and/or cynicism. In turn, this can lead to feelings of professional inefficacy and lack of fulfilment, as the worker feels unable to forge emotional connections in the helping role – a key aspect of the job and a major source of satisfaction. These negative self-evaluations can then intensify emotional exhaustion and reinforce the burnout experience over time.

The case studies provided in this guide illustrate some situations commonly seen in healthcare organisations. A ‘typical’ burnout trajectory is shown in Figure 2, but the pattern of symptoms can vary. Based on scoring patterns on the Maslach Burnout Inventory (MBI), which is the measure that is most commonly used, a study of healthcare employees identified five distinct burnout profiles:

- **Burnout** (high on emotional exhaustion, depersonalisation/cynicism and inefficacy).
- **Engagement** (low on all three dimensions).
- **Over-extended** (high on exhaustion only).
- **Disengaged** (high on depersonalisation only).
- **Ineffective** (high on inefficacy only).

This person-centred approach can capture the variation in the burnout experience between individuals and how this unfolds over time, enabling more precisely targeted interventions. It also explains why some people can experience high levels of emotional exhaustion while remaining deeply engaged in and fulfilled by their work.

“What started out as important, meaningful and challenging work becomes unpleasant, unfulfilling and meaningless. Energy turns into exhaustion, involvement turns into cynicism and efficacy turns into ineffectiveness.”

- Agha, endocrinologist
Healthcare professionals are particularly vulnerable to burnout. The reported prevalence varies across studies, however, which can be due to differences in how burnout has been defined and measured across a wide range of cultures and organisational contexts.

According to the 2022 NHS workforce survey, 34% of participants reported feeling burned out because of their work and 37.4% found it emotionally exhausting. Data were obtained from 636,348 NHS staff working in different roles in 264 NHS organisations across all 215 trusts in England. Staff in clinical roles were more likely to report burnout, but particularly high rates were found among those in ambulance roles. Other studies have examined the prevalence of burnout among different healthcare roles.

Physicians: A review of studies examining the mental health of UK doctors reported that up to 54% showed signs of emotional exhaustion, up to 45% depersonalisation and up to 40% feelings of low professional efficacy. Even higher rates were found in a systematic review that extracted prevalence data from 182 studies of physicians: 72% for emotional exhaustion, 68% for depersonalisation and 63% for low personal accomplishment. General practitioners (GPs) seem particularly vulnerable to burnout, with a recent systematic review and meta-analysis of 31 studies concluding they are at moderate to high risk. Of particular concern are findings that many trainee and junior doctors are showing signs of burnout so early in their career. In 2022, the General Medical Council reported that 63% of trainees and 52% of doctors who worked as trainers were at moderate or high risk of burnout – an increase from 2021 and the highest levels found since the questions were included in the survey.

Nurses: Research has also found a high prevalence of burnout among nurses. The findings of the 2022 NHS staff survey reported that 39.7% of nurses and midwives said that they ‘often’ or ‘always’ felt burned out from their work, compared with an average of 34% across the entire workforce. As with physicians, estimates of burnout levels vary but a review of studies found that up to 51% of nurses sampled reported emotional exhaustion, up to 32% depersonalisation and up to 30% low personal accomplishment. Few differences were found in burnout rates reported by nurses in acute and mental health settings, but those in critical care appear more vulnerable.

Ambulance and paramedic services: The 2022 NHS survey found that around half of staff in ambulance (operational) roles (49.3%) reported feeling burned out because of their work. More specifically, a recent study of burnout in frontline ambulance staff found that more than half (53%) showed signs of burnout and fatigue at a moderate or high level, with almost nine out of ten (87%) reporting moderate to high depersonalisation. The finding that 94% of respondents also showed high levels of personal achievement shows that the work can be simultaneously stressful and satisfying. A higher risk of burnout was found among clinicians who were lone respondents than those who worked in a double-crewed ambulance.

Measuring burnout
Burnout among health and social care professionals is frequently measured by the 22-item Maslach Burnout Inventory (MBI) which uses a seven-point frequency response scale (from never to every day). Scores for each of the three dimensions (i.e. emotional exhaustion, depersonalisation/cynicism and reduced personal accomplishment) can be identified and comparisons made with normative samples. An abbreviated MBI is available (with nine items across the three dimensions), but the risk of false positives may be higher.

As mentioned, emotional exhaustion is a particular concern in healthcare. A recent study of consultant and trainee surgeons in the UK suggests that a single item can measure this effectively. Although the measure needs validation in different healthcare contexts, the authors suggest it could help identify ‘at risk’ employees at an early stage, enabling rapid intervention. It could also be used at the group level to monitor trends over time, with the findings used to guide resource allocation to coincide with peak periods.

1. The NHS staff survey uses items from the Copenhagen Burnout Inventory (Kristensen et al., 2005) that includes three subscales: personal, occupational and client-related.
WHAT ARE THE RISK FACTORS FOR BURNOUT?

Major risk factors for burnout among healthcare professionals are professional cultures that require sustained compassion from their employees while overlooking the need for self-care and stigmatising help-seeking (see below). The key triggers of burnout can, however, be classified into two broad categories: organisational and individual.

### Occupational cultures and burnout

“In training, we learn to believe that our value is in our sacrifice. Prioritising our own wellbeing is selfish. We do not take time off when we are unwell, we are strapped for time to exercise, eat well and nourish our relationships. We learn to be cogs in a giant wheel, one that we dare not slow down – even at the cost of our own lives.”

To reduce the risk of burnout in healthcare it is crucial to understand the role occupational culture plays in driving it. Practitioners are regularly exposed to the suffering of others, sustained compassion and empathy are required and selflessness can be seen as ‘just part of the job’.

Research with physicians, in particular, has identified several cultural obstacles to their wellbeing including: *medical exceptionalism* (seeing medicine as a self-sacrificing profession), *medicalisation* (viewing physicians who experience mental health challenges as ‘sick’) and *individual responsibility* (believing that physicians are personally responsible for remaining healthy). A culture of self-sacrifice has also been highlighted in nursing, where self-sacrifice can be a sign of the ‘ideal nurse’ and burnout seen as an inevitable consequence of caring. Prioritising one’s wellbeing can be seen as self-indulgent and they may feel they need ‘permission’ to do so. An additional concern is that sickness presenteeism (working while sick) is commonplace among healthcare workers and they may not see stress, fatigue and burnout (even when severe) as ‘legitimate’ reasons to take time off. Unsurprisingly, the risk of burnout is higher among employees who practice presenteeism where it is likely to lead to profound mental and physical exhaustion.

### Some organisational risk factors for burnout:

Studies of healthcare professionals have identified the following risk factors at the organisational level:

- High work demands, high caseloads; intensification of work; pressure to meet targets.
- Long working hours; shift work, high rotations or frequent overtime; little choice over shift length; little opportunity to take breaks.
- Low staffing levels; lack of cover while on leave; inadequate resources.
- The emotional labour of ‘helping’ work.
- Not having enough time to spend with patients.
- Lack of autonomy and little influence over decision-making.
- Poor social support from managers or colleagues; bullying, harassment and aggression.
- Lack of respect; not valuing practitioners’ achievements and efforts.
- Role ambiguity (not knowing what is expected); role conflict (where the demands of different roles are incongruent or incompatible).
- Poor leadership and management; lack of skills and time for line managers to identify people experiencing difficulties and to support their wellbeing.
- Excessive and poorly managed change.
- Job insecurity; precarious employment.
- Dysfunctional organisational politics; bureaucratic demands; a metrics culture.
- Value conflicts and inability to provide the standard of care required.
- Feelings of injustice and unfairness; favouritism among workers.
- Poor psychological safety climate (where employees feel that their psychological health and safety is not prioritised).
- Stigmatisation of help seeking; physical or cultural barriers to accessing support.
WHAT ARE THE RISK FACTORS FOR BURNOUT?

Some individual risk factors for burnout:

- **Job experience**: less experienced practitioners may be more vulnerable to burnout. A recent longitudinal study of hospital healthcare workers found depersonalisation reduced and feelings of personal accomplishment increased over a three-year period. Nonetheless, it is important to acknowledge the healthy worker survivor effect, as those less able to cope with the demands of the job and/or those who experienced poor health are likely to have left.

- **Orientations towards the job and relationships with people**: ‘dysfunctional’ workaholism; high levels of engagement, over-involvement with patients or clients, and a ‘rescuing’ orientation (see box opposite).

- **Personality traits**: neuroticism (emotional instability); ‘Type A’ personality (high achievement orientation, competitiveness and impatience), and ‘Type D’ personality (inhibiting negative emotions to avoid rejection or disapproval).

- **Other individual difference factors**: external locus of control (where people believe external forces are responsible for their circumstances); low psychological capital and lack of confidence in one’s abilities.

- **Coping styles**: avoidance, the use of emotion-focused rather than problem-focused coping and lack of flexibility in coping strategies used.

- **Background**: a personal history of trauma; an insecure and avoidant attachment style where people crave acceptance and are sensitive to social rejection.

- **Emotion regulation skills and boundary setting**: low emotional intelligence and under-developed reflective abilities; affective rumination (worrying about work issues after the working day) and poor work-life balance.

- **Neurodiversity**: this term refers to the different ways that a person’s brain processes information. Neurodiverse conditions include autism, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), dyslexia, dyspraxia and Tourette syndrome. People who are neurodiverse can experience mental health challenges. There is also some evidence that they may be at greater risk of occupational burnout due to the additional effort involved in managing external stimulus and masking or camouflaging their traits. While the experience of burnout for neurodivergent and neurotypical employees may be similar, the job demands that increase their vulnerability to burnout can differ and support should be tailored to individual needs.

**Rukhsana’s case study** (p. 26) illustrates the challenges that people with neurodiversities can experience and the support that is likely to be helpful.

**The Rescuer Syndrome**

This is an individual predisposition (and internal stressor) relevant to people in the helping professions. It can be seen as a form of ‘pathological altruism’ involving a strong sense of social responsibility, high empathy, an inner-directed, action-orientated approach to work, and a drive to maintain exceptionally high standards. While such qualities are desirable in healthcare, rescuers (also known as ‘fixers’ or ‘white knights’) struggle to differentiate between their own needs and those of others.

Rescuers may take personal responsibility for resolving other people’s difficulties, become absorbed by them and have difficulties setting boundaries, meaning they are particularly vulnerable to exhaustion and burnout. It is also recognised that pathological altruism, i.e. striving to reach internal and external professional ideals in altruistic acts, can also unintentionally harm those people they intend to help. Although it is important for healthcare practitioners to recognise and manage rescuing tendencies, this can be challenging as they are often reluctant to seek help from others.
WHAT ARE THE RISK FACTORS FOR BURNOUT?

Studies of healthcare practitioners show that organisational factors make a much stronger contribution to burnout than individual differences. Nonetheless, some of the organisational and individual risk factors highlighted above can combine to further increase a practitioner’s vulnerability to burnout, for example:

- If they experience high demands but do not have the autonomy and support (or other resources) required to meet them.
- Where organisational factors, such as bureaucratic demands, that may be considered less legitimate, impede their ability to deliver good quality patient care.
- If they perceive an imbalance between the effort they put into their work and the rewards they receive, especially if they are highly committed to the job.
- If maladaptive habits acquired during training are reinforced by working in a highly pressured environment and a ‘self-sacrificing’ culture.

As many of the studies described above are cross-sectional and correlational, causality cannot be established. Nonetheless, a meta-analysis of longitudinal studies did observe that higher levels of job demands (e.g. workload and role conflict) and lower levels of job resources (e.g. social support and control) were linked with a greater risk of emotional exhaustion in doctors over time.

More longitudinal research is needed to demonstrate cause and effect, as healthcare practitioners who are experiencing burnout or mental health challenges may be more likely to perceive, for example, a more demanding workload, less support and appreciation from others, less autonomy, reduced confidence in their abilities and a poorer work-life balance. Moreover, challenges in one’s personal life are also likely to compound the pressures that can increase the risk of burnout.

**Work-life interference**

Many studies show that healthcare practitioners often struggle to maintain a healthy work-life balance. A recent study of UK doctors found that 70% reported their work negatively affected their personal relationships and 87% their hobbies. Doctors in training, particularly women with small children and those lacking support, are at particular risk of work-life conflict.

Conflict between work and personal life can increase the risk of burnout, especially emotional exhaustion. Job demands and long working hours can lead to time-based conflict (where time spent working means that there is little left for other activities) and strain-based conflict (when negative emotional reactions to work ‘spill over’ into the personal domain, or people ruminate excessively about the job). The emotional demands of working in healthcare can make it difficult for workers to switch off from the job (both physically and mentally), limiting people’s ability to rest and recover. To reduce the risk of burnout, therefore, maintaining firm boundaries between domains and prioritising recovery are essential.

“You’re almost not viewed as a human being who has the right to have a family, to be involved in society, you know, involved with church or local charities or whatever.”

- Junior doctor, quoted in BMJ
BURNOUT AND THE PANDEMIC

Burnout was already a serious problem for healthcare professionals before the COVID-19 pandemic, but it has posed additional hazards. Research findings show that practitioners experienced a general deterioration in their quality of working life during this time, increasing their vulnerability to burnout and trauma. A recent study reported that healthcare professionals were over three times more likely to be burned out during the pandemic than those doing other types of work, with those dealing directly with patients at greater risk. Moreover, a recent analysis of caller data by Samaritans showed that the number of contacts from healthcare workers increased during the pandemic and its aftermath, with them being five times more likely than other contacts to raise concerns about extreme pressures of work causing them stress, exhaustion and burnout.

A combination of factors increased the vulnerability of healthcare practitioners to burnout during the pandemic: organisational hazards (such as increased workloads, long working hours, decreased staff numbers, lack of support, difficulties taking breaks and rapid change and uncertainty) along with individual vulnerabilities (such as concerns about personal and family safety and feelings of helplessness and embitterment). Professionals working with older people often experienced additional emotional strain from taking the place of the family and loved ones who could not visit in person, even during end of life.

“...The pressures that many clinicians face in the NHS is impacting on their ability to deliver safe and effective care. In relation to general practice, the impact of this stress is causing doctors to experience burnout so they become despondent and think about leaving the profession (either by retiring early or leaving the NHS). This also impacts on how they deliver care to patients, with doctors who experience burnout more likely to make errors that result in patient harm.”

- Professor Aneez Esmail,
  Manchester University

THE IMPACT OF BURNOUT

As well as threatening wellbeing, the cycle of emotional exhaustion, depersonalisation and feelings of professional inefficacy that characterises burnout can also impair the quality of working life and influence career decisions. Studies of healthcare practitioners have found strong relationships between burnout and job dissatisfaction, disengagement and lack of commitment. A review of 170 research papers conducted by Hodkinson et al., 2022 found that doctors who experienced burnout were up to four times more likely to be dissatisfied with their job and more than three times as likely to regret their career choice. The healthcare sector in the UK is currently experiencing major recruitment and retention challenges and burnout is a common reason for leaving. A two-wave study of 1,688 nurses found that levels of burnout increased over time, with each unit increase in scores for emotional exhaustion being associated with a 12% increase in a nurse leaving. For physicians, research conducted in the USA showed those who reported burnout were more than twice as likely to have left their institution within a two-year period at an estimated cost of between $15,544 and $55,506.

Burnout also has serious implications for job performance in the healthcare sector. Strong links have been found between burnout and reduced empathy and compassion fatigue, as well as poor-quality patient interactions. A recent review of 170 studies conducted with physicians across America and Europe found that those who experienced burnout were twice as likely to be involved in a patient safety incident. Another review found burnout among physicians to be associated with lower levels of clinical care and patient safety. It should be emphasised, however, that links between practitioner burnout and patient outcomes are not always found, as they make considerable efforts to ensure that patients and clients do not suffer, often at great personal cost.

Andrew’s case study (p.27) illustrates the risks of burnout for retention as well as the mental wellbeing of valued healthcare employees.
SYNDROMES ASSOCIATED WITH BURNOUT

Several other occupational syndromes have similar symptoms to burnout and can also have a major impact on mental and physical health. As they are commonly found among healthcare practitioners, it is recommended that organisations also assess and manage these risks.

**Compassion fatigue** is a specific form of burnout, characterised by emotional and physical exhaustion which diminishes the ability to empathise or feel compassion for others. It is a particular risk for healthcare professionals and linked to their deep investment in helping others.67 Like burnout, compassion fatigue has serious implications for the wellbeing of practitioners and patients.68

**Alienation** involves feelings of estrangement from the caring role.69 It can engender depersonalisation and cynicism among practitioners, reducing job commitment, encouraging counter-productive behaviours (such as provoking conflicts with colleagues and frequent sickness absence) and inducing self-harm (often through alcohol/substance misuse).70 For helping professionals, feelings of alienation from work can stem from policy reforms they feel are ‘imposed’, which can engender a sense of powerlessness and meaninglessness and increase the risk of emotional exhaustion.71

**Embitterment** is a chronic mental condition involving feelings of injustice.72 It has several facets: emotional embitterment (dissatisfaction with life), performance-related embitterment (feeling that one’s efforts are not acknowledged), pessimism/hopelessness (not looking forward to the future) and misanthropy/aggression (negative or aggressive thoughts towards others, or feelings of revenge). Similarities have been noted between chronic workplace embitterment and burnout,73 as both conditions arise from a combination of contextual factors and individual characteristics or vulnerabilities, with people who care for others being at particular risk. As embittered individuals typically see themselves as powerless victims of external events and resist receiving help, they are also more vulnerable to mental health problems such as depression and anxiety.74, 75

**Moral injury** refers to the distress resulting from actions (or inactions) that violate a person’s moral or ethical code. It has been recognised as a key cause of burnout in healthcare. The inability to practice in a way that is congruent with one’s moral expectations can cause distress, encourage cynicism and disengagement and reduce feelings of personal accomplishment.76 Moral injuries were identified more frequently among healthcare workers during the COVID-19 pandemic in response to compromised care and the difficult decisions or actions that many were obliged to take.77 This is discussed further below.

An alternative conceptualisation of burnout

Demerouti and Bakker78 built on Maslach’s approach to define burnout as involving two core dimensions: a) exhaustion, which is considered a consequence of prolonged exposure to intense physical, affective and cognitive strain from work and b) disengagement, which involves distancing oneself from work. An alternative approach, opposite to burnout, is work engagement, which is defined as a positive, fulfilling, work-related state of mind characterised by the following states:79

- **Vigour:** high levels of energy and mental resilience while working – ‘When I work, I usually feel energised’.
- **Dedication:** a sense of significance, enthusiasm, inspiration, pride and challenge in one’s work – ‘This is the only type of work that I can imagine myself doing’.
- **Absorption:** being fully engrossed in one’s work – ‘I always find new and interesting aspects in my work’.

Assessing engagement as well as exhaustion can identify people that are thriving as well as struggling. This information can help to identify the organisational and individual resistance resources that could be optimised to reduce the risk of burnout in the workforce.
WHAT CAN BE DONE TO TACKLE BURNOUT?

The wide-ranging costs of burnout mean there is a strong legal, moral, business and social case for organisations to reduce the risks. Tackling burnout can be challenging, however, as it is caused by a complex interplay of cultural, contextual and individual factors. Interventions to address burnout and improve wellbeing are typically at the individual level, involving psychoeducation, counselling and resilience-building, or improving self-care or coping abilities. While people working in healthcare undoubtedly need effective coping skills, even the most resilient practitioner will be unable to survive in an environment that fails to support their wellbeing. To reduce the risk of burnout and its negative effects it is therefore essential to identify and modify the causal factors, foster a healthy working environment and promote good quality work.

A multi-level, systemic approach is recommended where strategies are implemented at primary (organisational), secondary (individual) and tertiary (rehabilitation) levels. See Fig. 3 below.

Fig. 3: A systems or multi-level perspective to managing burnout

**Primary interventions**

Strategies that attempt to prevent burnout:
- e.g. identifying the risks (such as heavy workload and lack of support);
- implementing and evaluating interventions;
- monitoring the workforce;
- training managers and employees.

**Secondary interventions**

Strategies that attempt to improve people’s ability to cope with challenging aspects of their work and reverse or reduce any ill-health caused by chronic exposure to such conditions: these initiatives can be at the team and the individual level.

**Tertiary interventions**

Strategies that seek to rehabilitate people experiencing burnout and adapt their working conditions to their needs and circumstances.
PRIMARY LEVEL INTERVENTIONS: CHANGING THE ORGANISATION

Most initiatives that aim to reduce the risk of burnout (and support wellbeing at work more generally) focus on the individual. Nonetheless, the most effective way to reduce the risk of burnout is prevention. Primary level interventions aim to identify and minimise (or remove entirely) the organisational risk factors for burnout. Reviews of studies conducted in the healthcare sector have highlighted evidence for the effectiveness of organisational interventions compared with individual interventions in reducing symptoms of burnout.80

The following actions have been found to be helpful:

• Fostering a workplace culture where showing vulnerability is not stigmatised, self-compassion and help-seeking are encouraged and appropriate support, mentorship and supervision are available.
• Implementing processes to identify the risk factors for stress and burnout, using validated measures to assess whether there are any roles or groups of employees at higher risk and using the findings to target interventions.
• Ensuring that leadership is compassionate, inclusive and ethical.
• Training line managers to identify the signs and symptoms of stress and burnout, allowing sufficient time to support the wellbeing of their employees while ensuring their own wellbeing is protected.
• Communicating the signs and symptoms of burnout and its links with mental health conditions such as PTSD and substance misuse, and how employees can get support.
• Taking a person-centred, rather than a ‘one-size-fits-all’ approach to supporting wellbeing with a range of initiatives available to suit individual needs.
• Involving employees in shaping appropriate wellbeing initiatives and their implementation and evaluation.
• Providing high quality, evidence-informed psychoeducational workshops on enhanced coping, as well as opportunities for coaching and mentoring, counselling services for workers experiencing difficulties and referral to specialised occupational health professionals.
• Avoiding quick-fix solutions that are not evidence-based. Wellbeing apps for smartphones have become particularly popular; while apps based on established models and strategies can be effective,81, 82, 83 many are ineffective or only provide minimal benefits.84
• Ensuring that employees experiencing burnout are supported and reasonable adjustments made to facilitate their rehabilitation back to the workplace.

Assessing the risks

The Health and Safety Executive (HSE) has developed a process to help employers manage wellbeing in their workforce. It is based on a set of benchmarks (known as the Management Standards) for measuring good practice across six key areas of work that, if not properly managed, can lead to poor health, higher rates of sickness absence and attrition and lower productivity.85 The six areas are demands, control, social support from managers and colleagues, interpersonal relationships, clarity of role, and involvement in organisational change (see Fig. 4) and represent potential psychosocial hazards for the workforce. The HSE approach involves several stages: a) identifying the risk factors; b) assessing who can be harmed and how; c) evaluating the risks; d) developing and implementing interventions; e) monitoring the effectiveness of the interventions and reviewing. More information on the process can be found here.

Fig. 4: The six areas covered by the HSE Management Standards
The Management Standards survey tool is used frequently in different occupational contexts including healthcare and is sensitive to burnout risks as well as work-related stress. The findings of a study of rehabilitation professionals show that the HSE risk assessment approach can inform targeted interventions to address burnout. Findings showed that the subscales ‘demands’ and ‘role’ predicted emotional exhaustion, whereas ‘control’ and ‘role’ were related to both depersonalisation and personal accomplishment. The HSE has also developed a ‘talking toolkit’ that has templates for person-centred conversations between managers and workers based on the six key areas included in the Management Standards Framework. This toolkit could be used to help identify burnout at an early stage in individual employees and also inform a person-centred approach to work redesign or to modifying exposure to potential hazards.

Identifying the causes of burnout in healthcare

The HSE framework can help identify hazards and frame targeted interventions to support employee wellbeing more generally. Focusing more specifically on burnout, six pathways have been identified where organisations can reduce the risk and support optimum performance. This approach is particularly relevant to highly socially connected, values-based organisations such as healthcare and could be used to inform interventions.

The six areas are:

- **Sustainable workload**: The heavy workloads prevalent in healthcare can limit opportunities for recovery. By managing workloads and recognising the need for a ‘healthy’ work-life balance, organisations can help practitioners remain healthy and effective.

- **Choice and control**: Lack of control is a key source of burnout, whereas opportunities to influence decision-making and exercise professional autonomy will benefit wellbeing and performance. Autonomy can help people manage their work to ensure demands are tolerable and they are able to engage in activities congruent with their core values. Job crafting (proactive changes made to one’s work through balancing demands and available resources) can be particularly helpful, as it can help people avoid stress and burnout.

- **Recognition and reward**: A powerful vulnerability factor for burnout is lack of recognition and reward, as it devalues both the work and the workers and can engender feelings of inefficacy. As well as more tangible incentives (such as pay and job security), intangible rewards (such as recognition for good work, feeling appreciated and feeling satisfied with one’s efforts) are important for the wellbeing of healthcare practitioners.

- **Supportive work community**: Working relationships that are unsupportive and lack trust and civility, and conflict between individuals that is unresolved will increase the risk of burnout. A sense of belonging within a supportive, psychologically safe environment offers employees protection.

- **Fairness, respect and social justice**: Organisational justice refers to the extent to which people believe that their organisation allocates resources, makes decisions, and distributes rewards and punishments fairly and equitably. Feeling unfairly treated personally can lead to cynicism and feelings of anger, alienation and embitterment, whereas witnessing the unfair treatment of others can engender feelings of powerlessness and moral distress. People who perceive a stronger sense of justice and fairness in their organisation will be more satisfied, committed and trusting, whereas injustice is a major source of stress and burnout.

- **Clear values and meaningful work**: Feeling that the work they do is meaningful and congruent with their personal values can protect people against burnout even when demands are high. Feeling disengaged and alienated from the work they are required to do and from patients is a key aspect of burnout for healthcare practitioners.

Ensuring that there is a good ‘match’ between employees’ expectations and the work they do across these six areas is crucial in reducing burnout, and action is needed to reduce any misalignment. The first step is to locate the problem as between the person and the job rather than within the individual – in other words, asking why people are burning out, not who is burning out.
Maslach and Leiter identify three steps to ensure better matches between the person and their job:

- **Collaborate**: involving employees in identifying and implementing solutions.
- **Customise**: modifying interventions to maximise their relevance to the type of job and organisational culture.
- **Commit**: ensuring that efforts are sustained and interventions are evaluated and modified where required.

Involving employees from different functions in shaping interventions (i.e. collaborating) to reduce the risk of burnout and improve wellbeing is highly recommended. Participatory work design approaches recognise that employees are expert in their own working environment and are often in the best position to guide change. Employee participative approaches can provide greater insight into the challenges experienced and identify potential resolutions, while their engagement helps facilitate ‘buy-in’ and reduce resistance. Methods such as appreciative inquiry and focus groups can be particularly useful in identifying the causes of burnout and pinpointing interventions that might be effective, as well as how they might be implemented and evaluated.

**Training line managers**

Line managers have a particularly important role in reducing the risk of burnout, as well as supporting the wellbeing of employees more generally. They are well placed to spot the changes in attitudes and behaviour suggesting that people might be burning out, and are often the first point of contact when they are finding it difficult to cope. Many managers, however, feel ill-equipped for this role; this is well illustrated by a recent survey reporting that only just over four out of ten employees would feel comfortable discussing their mental health with their supervisor. It is crucial to ensure that line managers are equipped with the skills required to support the wellbeing of employees and are aware of the resources, pathways and infrastructures available. Guidance for line managers on managing stress and reducing the risk of burnout is available here and here.

The HSE, in association with the Chartered Institute of Personnel and Development and Investors in People, has developed a toolkit to help managers assess whether they have the behaviours known to be effective in supporting wellbeing at work. The process enables managers to reflect on their behaviour and management style and identify areas for development. There are three related tools that managers can self-rate or invite input from their team, colleagues, and senior leaders. Many organisations are using this framework to help them manage stress proactively by guiding management recruitment, selection and training. It will help leaders in healthcare organisations identify the behaviours that are likely to support wellbeing and reduce the risk of burnout.

There is also evidence that training in active listening can improve healthcare managers’ confidence in recognising, speaking to and supporting employees who are distressed. As well as training, managers need to be given the time and support required to fulfil this key role. Although line managers are in a good position to embed employee wellbeing into everyday operations, they cannot take full responsibility for implementing and supporting initiatives and a more systemic approach (outlined above) is required.

**Taking a person-centred approach**

As people respond differently to burnout, a person-centred approach will be particularly beneficial. Wellness Action Plans (WAPs) are designed to help managers support the mental health of employees and can be adapted to help identify the early warning signs of burnout. Formulated by Mind, WAPs are personalised, practical tools that can pinpoint what keeps people well at work, what threatens their wellbeing, and how to address a mental health difficulty at work if this occurs. WAPs are particularly useful when people return to work after experiencing health difficulties such as burnout, as they can facilitate structured conversations about the actions needed to support them and the adjustments that might be required. Guides are available on setting up WAPs for line managers and employees, and there are also WAPs for homeworkers and hybrid workers – see here for more information. The section on signs of struggle below can also help line managers and colleagues spot when support is needed and the type of aid that is required.
SECONDARY LEVEL INTERVENTIONS: HELPING INDIVIDUALS TO COPE MORE EFFECTIVELY

Interventions at this level involve strategies that help individuals cope more effectively with the challenges they face at work. Both team and individually focused interventions can reduce the risk of burnout and its negative effects.

**Team-level interventions**

Social support gives powerful protection against burnout. Opportunities for social connectedness and reassurance were particularly important for healthcare practitioners during the COVID-19 pandemic, as work became more demanding, uncertainty was high and many felt a sense of isolation. Organisations can provide support formally via opportunities for reflective conversations and by introducing mentoring schemes. The individualised WAPs outlined above can be shared with colleagues as well as line managers (where appropriate), enabling them to provide appropriate support when needed.

This section describes Schwartz Rounds, which offers a group-level structured approach to help employees reflect on the emotional and social aspects of working in healthcare. Also examined is how work teams can provide a secure base or ‘safe haven’ to help practitioners manage emotional demands and reduce their vulnerability to burnout. Information on peer support programmes is also provided and a checklist that can help team members be vigilant for ‘signs of struggle’ among colleagues included.

**Schwartz Rounds**

Schwartz Rounds are regular one-hour sessions that enable employees (clinical and non-clinical) to share and reflect upon the emotional, ethical and social challenges they experience. Large-scale evaluations of Schwartz Rounds used in healthcare have found they can reduce psychological distress in attendees and protect against compassion fatigue and emotional burnout. Schwartz Rounds can also be a valuable source of support between colleagues, normalising emotional responses to practice, facilitating reflection, and enhancing empathy, compassion and understanding. It is recognised, however, that Rounds are likely to be a ‘slow intervention’ with the benefits increasing over time. More information on Schwartz Rounds can be found here.

**The team as a secure base**

Drawing on attachment theory, research with social care employees highlights the importance of the team as a ‘secure’ base that provides support during times of need. This ‘safe haven’ can also offer protection against stress and burnout in the healthcare workforce. The secure base model (see Fig. 5 below) provides a framework for managers and teams to identify the behaviours that promote a secure base across the domains of availability, sensitivity, acceptance, cooperation and team belonging. These behaviours can then inform interventions to enhance a sense of belonging and psychological safety in the workplace.

**Scott’s case study** (p. 28) illustrates the importance of appropriate support and understanding from line managers in reducing the risk of burnout.
Peer support

Peer mentoring and support networks have particular promise in supporting the mental wellbeing of healthcare professionals. They can protect against stress and burnout by offering opportunities to talk to others in a similar situation, facilitating a sense of community, increasing knowledge about stress and burnout and effective ways of coping and reducing the stigma that can surround the disclosure of mental health issues in healthcare.\(^\text{103,104}\) Informal peer support groups may be particularly beneficial for trainee and early career healthcare professionals by instilling a sense of psychological safety to discuss challenges and trauma.\(^\text{105}\)

More formal approaches include the Trauma Risk management (TRiM) model, which is a psychological risk assessment and peer support framework designed to mitigate the risks associated with exposure to traumatic events at work, reduce vulnerability to stress and burnout and build a resilient workforce. Although originally developed and used in the UK armed forces, TRiM has informed the Supporting Our Staff (SOS) service in healthcare that provides peers with training to spot signs of distress that might otherwise go unnoticed and how to signpost people to support.\(^\text{106}\) The model also helps break down the stigma of mental health difficulties, encouraging early intervention. More information on TRiM can be found [here](#).

Identifying signs of struggle

There is evidence that co-workers are adept in detecting early signs of burnout in others,\(^\text{107}\) so a group of trusted colleagues is well placed to monitor each other for symptoms. Awareness of the early warning signs suggesting that people are struggling, as well as knowledge of the common symptoms of burnout, will help facilitate this process. The WAPs described above can provide an individually focused way to identify when support is needed. It can be particularly challenging to identify signs of struggle when an employee is new to the organisation or if people work remotely, as some familiarity with their ‘usual’ behaviour is required.

Signs of struggle can be emotional, behavioural and attitudinal – this checklist provides some key symptoms to watch out for:

**Signs of struggle to watch out for in colleagues**

- Changes in behaviour and attitudes
- Easily irritated and angry
- Emotional outbursts
- Confused and lacking in focus
- Intolerant and impatient; being critical of others
- De-sensitised and lacking empathy
- Uncooperative; more rigid or resistant
- Negative and disengaged
- Quiet and withdrawn
- Missing meetings and deadlines; deteriorating quality/quantity of work
- Absenteeism; arriving late/leaving early
- Regularly sending emails ‘out of hours’
- Change in communication style
- Avoiding social contact
- Looking tired and ‘zoning out’
- Change in appearance
Individual interventions

Interventions at the organisational and team level are essential to protect against burnout, but practitioners are also responsible for developing the skills and resources to help them manage a highly pressured working environment and support their wellbeing. Strategies are needed that help repair, maintain and grow wellbeing.

- **Repair**: the pre-emptive actions people take when first noticing signs of stress.
- **Maintenance**: strategies that enable people to operate at full capacity.
- **Growth**: strategies that people use to build their capacity for resilience, to invest in their future wellbeing.

Some useful evidence-informed techniques to help reduce the risk of burnout are:

**Cultivate self-reflection**

This is an essential skill, as reflection can help practitioners recognise their early warning signs of burnout and take preventative action. Reflection can also help people identify their personal needs and the self-care strategies that are likely to be effective, recognise signs of maladaptive perfectionism (see below) and, if necessary, realign their goals and self-expectations.

- Keeping a record of their mental, physical and behavioural responses to work can help practitioners recognise how they react to stress and the type of issues they find most challenging.
- Psychoeducation, that provides information about the psychology of burnout (and stress more generally), can aid reflection about individual patterns of response and potential remedial actions.
- Supervision, mentorship and coaching can build the capacity for self-reflection and promote the capacities underpinning self-compassion, such as self-kindness and recognition of shared experience and human fallibility.
- Emotional writing or journaling can foster self-reflection and protect against burnout. There is evidence that spending only two minutes a day writing about emotions can benefit health and emotional writing can also reduce workplace embitterment. More information on journaling can be found here.
- Mindfulness is a particularly effective reflection tool and is discussed further below.

**Promote self-compassion**

To protect against burnout, it is essential for practitioners to treat themselves kindly and support themselves when they are struggling. Self-compassion can protect against stress and burnout and has wider benefits for performance, as it can help people build better relationships and feel and act more compassionately towards others. Self-compassion is also the foundation of self-care and can also help people implement the lifestyle changes that can benefit health. Neff has identified three elements of self-compassion:

- **Self-kindness vs self-judgment**: being warm, patient and understanding towards ourselves rather than self-critical and hostile when we are suffering and feeling inadequate.
- **Common humanity vs isolation**: recognising that personal suffering and feelings of failure are part of being human, and not due to ‘weakness’ or lack of resilience.
- **Mindfulness vs over-identification**: taking a balanced and accepting approach to the negative emotions we experience, so feelings are neither avoided nor exaggerated.

Some useful exercises for increasing self-compassion can be found here.
Enhance self-appreciation

Self-appreciation is one of the foundations of self-esteem and offers protection against burnout. Feelings of occupational self-esteem and self-appreciation are particularly important resources and can guide reflection and other interventions.

Self-appreciation includes several protective factors:

- **Activities**: undertaking pleasant activities as a reward for work that is achieved.
- **Cognitions**: valuing thoughts about one’s work.
- **Emotions**: willingness to experience pride and satisfaction about one’s work.
- **Attributions**: internal attribution for positive outcomes achieved in others.
- **Communication**: talking about one’s own success with others.
- **Independence**: self-appreciation, independent of external esteem.

Prioritise self-care

People working in healthcare frequently neglect their own wellbeing in order to meet the needs of others, typically prioritising practices that enhance the wellbeing of their professional self (i.e. to enable them to support others). Nonetheless, maintaining good health via appropriate self-care strategies is an essential survival skill and will protect against burnout.

- Daily activities should include things that support the three ‘pillars’ of health: physical, mental and social, with regular and adequate sleep, proper nutrition and rest being particularly important.
- There is growing evidence that digital approaches can be beneficial in encouraging self-care among healthcare practitioners and help them cope more effectively. While apps are easy to access and low in cost, as highlighted earlier in this guide, it is crucial to ensure that they are informed by evidence and have been validated.

Be more mindful

Mindfulness involves paying attention in a particular way: on purpose, in the present moment and non-judgmentally. The wide-ranging benefits of mindfulness for wellbeing make it a particularly effective self-care and reflection tool.

- Mindfulness is a key tool for promoting self-compassion and self-care and can help protect against burnout, compassion fatigue and maladaptive perfectionism and building emotional resilience. It can also support the development of key skills and values that are crucial for healthcare practitioners (such as enhanced listening skills, rapport-building and help with maintaining boundaries) and improve compassion satisfaction.
- Mindfulness can also help practitioners avoid rumination and improve recovery and work-life balance.
- Some mindfulness exercises can be found here and there are several apps available with strategies for different situations and preferences. Headspace is approved by the NHS and available free of charge with a valid NHS email address.
Promote emotional literacy

Emotional intelligence (the ability to monitor one's own and others' emotions, to discriminate between them, and to use the information to guide one's thinking and actions) can protect against burnout.

- Healthcare practitioners often work in intensely emotionally charged situations. This can deplete their emotional resources and encourage distancing behaviours such as cynicism and depersonalisation.
- Research findings show that emotional regulation skills and feelings of self-efficacy in managing negative emotions at work are particularly important in reducing the risk of burnout.\(^{43}\)
- Introducing emotional awareness and emotional management training in organisations can reduce the risk of burnout by enhancing self-reflection and self-compassion, facilitating effective workplace functioning, dealing with loss more effectively and building boundary-setting abilities.\(^ {121}\)

Build a supportive network

Social support is one of the most important health promoting resources and has been previously discussed in some depth in this guide.

- A strong network of supportive people (both inside and outside work) can protect against burnout.
- As highlighted above, supportive and nurturing professional relationships from colleagues and peer support groups are particularly important in helping practitioners maintain a sense of wellbeing and purpose in response to the emotional demands of practice.
- Supervision is an important mechanism to discuss wellbeing, any signs of burnout experienced and the additional support that may be needed.

Protect boundaries and prioritise recovery

Healthcare practitioners often struggle to maintain a healthy balance across their work and personal life.

- A range of factors can threaten work-life balance such as personal issues (e.g. caring responsibilities and financial worries), aspects of the job (e.g. workload, emotional demands, long working hours, short staffing and lack of support) and individual orientations to work (e.g. maladaptive perfectionism and a tendency to ruminate about work problems).
- An inability to switch off from work demands psychologically can lead to sleeping difficulties, fatigue and more serious complaints such as burnout over time. Research with healthcare practitioners has found that fatigue in response to long working hours and difficulties switching off can also increase the risk of errors at work.\(^ {122}\)
- Setting clear boundaries between work and personal life, disengaging oneself mentally from work and implementing appropriate compensatory strategies can reduce early symptoms of burnout and the risk of more severe reactions over time.\(^ {123}\)
- A range of strategies, such as effective time management, cognitive behavioural skills and mindfulness-based interventions, can be particularly effective in boundary setting, reducing rumination and worry and improving work-life balance.
- A recent study of doctors in training found that an evidence-informed digital intervention to enhance work-life boundary skills and wellbeing was received favourably, with some evidence for reducing burnout and improving boundary setting over time.\(^ {124}\)
TERTIARY LEVEL INTERVENTIONS: FOCUSING ON TREATMENT

Tertiary interventions are initiatives that focus on the treatment of individuals who are experiencing burnout and how they might be supported to return to work. Burnout is a complex phenomenon and supporting employees back to work can be challenging. Research findings highlight several important factors: monitoring staff wellbeing, initiating the return-to-work (RTW); planning RTW; providing tools to support recovery; monitoring progress of the RTW process; supporting re-engagement with work; and monitoring the employee’s ability to cope with work following RTW. In supporting a successful RTW, it is recognised that there is a need for a common understanding of burnout in relation to the signs and symptoms, co-occurring illnesses and unpredictability of recovery, as well as insight into personality characteristics that might increase the risk of burnout, psychosocial risk factors in private life, conflicts within the work environment, and openness about burnout and its causes.

Occupational health professionals have a key role to play in reducing the risk of burnout. They can inform strategy and best practice in preventing and managing burnout at the organisational, leader, team and individual levels. Occupational health can also have input at various stages, from highlighting the specific risk factors for healthcare practitioners and raising awareness of the early warning signs of burnout, to developing evidence-informed frameworks to rehabilitate employees back to the workplace and negotiating phased approaches with line managers.

Awareness of signs and symptoms and mechanisms to identify burnout, and similar syndromes such as compassion fatigue, at an early stage will be particularly beneficial. Occupational health physicians and nurses also play a pivotal role in differentiating burnout from medical conditions, such as depression and trauma, as these will require alternative treatment. It is also crucial to recognise that burnout is a process, so, when supporting employees, it is important to take a detailed history of the progression to their current symptoms. As highlighted in this guide, for burnout to be managed effectively any individually focused intervention should be alongside (but not instead of) appropriate organisational change initiatives.

Research findings suggest that positive psychotherapy (such as the ‘Three Good Things’ approach delivered using technology) can be beneficial for reducing burnout symptoms. Professional coaching can also be useful, as it often involves clarification of values, professional, and personal goals, along with providing strategies for accessing individual strengths and reframing negative thinking. A recent pilot randomised clinical trial with physicians found that coaching reduced emotional exhaustion and overall burnout symptoms and improved general quality of life. Cognitive behavioural interventions can be particularly effective for burnout and may be provided as one-to-one therapy, in groups or with other types of support. The use of digital games alongside ‘traditional’ therapy can also have positive results by enhancing intrinsic motivation to engage in exercises.

A person-centred, cognitive behavioural approach will help provide a holistic overview of their journey over time:

- **Cognitive factors**: follow the process of the patient or client’s beliefs and how they might have changed over time from being positive and enthusiastic to being cynical and negative.

- **Emotional factors**: look for the timeline of emotional exhaustion and specific triggers.

- **Behavioural factors**: explore how coping behaviours have shifted from protective to more non-protective strategies (e.g. increased alcohol consumption, reduced social contact, other avoidance behaviours).

- **Biological factors**: describe the timeline of the deterioration in physical symptoms.

**Jenny’s case study** (p.29) illustrates the value of cognitive behavioural interventions in managing burnout.
Enhancing understanding of moral injury

It is crucial to raise awareness of the risks of moral injury and encourage all healthcare practitioners to openly discuss the various moral and ethical challenges they are likely to encounter at work. A workplace culture that supports ethical practice is helpful but ensuring that there are sufficient opportunities to speak about potentially morally injurious events with colleagues is crucial. This is often best done in an informal setting with peers and supervisors. Discussions should not just focus on the events themselves, but also the impact they had on practitioners’ wellbeing. Being assisted to recognise when their integrity is threatened and be aware of the actions needed to support ethical practice can also be helpful. There are several ways of improving practitioners’ ability to deal with potentially morally injurious events: 76, 77, 130

- Preparing people for the moral challenges of healthcare work through frank discussions and realistic training that includes exposure to relevant scenarios.
- Ensuring that practitioners are aware that, despite their best efforts, undesirable outcomes (e.g. mistakes and deaths) may occur.
- Fostering a culture within which practitioners routinely talk about potentially morally injurious events and the impact on them.
- Encouraging practitioners to define or refine their personal moral compass by considering how they might react in ethically challenging situations they could experience.
- Defining a personal code of ethics: setting this out in writing can be helpful.
- Developing practitioners’ coping skills; for instance cultivating mindfulness to improve focus and mental clarity.
- Helping practitioners enhance self-awareness and understanding that it is necessary to take a step back and adopt a broader perspective following morally challenging situations.
- Developing self-regulation skills to disrupt negative patterns of thinking and behaviour will help to restore balance when difficulties or ethical challenges occur.

Avoiding perfectionism

Healthcare workers often struggle with perfectionism. Although conscientiousness and high standards are expected in such work, unrealistic expectations of performance, striving for flawlessness and criticism of oneself and others can increase the risk of burnout, depression and self-harm.

‘Self-oriented’ perfectionism (having excessively high standards for ourselves) and ‘socially-oriented’ perfectionism (feeling that society has high expectations for us) can be a particular risk factor for burnout.131

Research with physicians has found that high self-critical perfectionism (a tendency to set unrealistic goals and experience feelings of self-doubt and fear of judgement) was strongly related to both emotional exhaustion and depersonalisation.132 A tendency towards maladaptive perfectionism can also destabilise self-care by encouraging punitive self-criticism, where striving to meet unrealistic standards by working longer and harder will inevitably lead to exhaustion.

A particular concern for healthcare practitioners and patient safety is that disclosing errors requires admitting personal failings to others, meaning that those with more perfectionist tendencies may be less likely to do so and can feel isolated and unsupported.

It is important to recognise maladaptive perfectionism in oneself and others and gain support. Organisational level interventions are likely to be effective, with particular focus on ensuring that the workplace culture does not encourage or overlook overwork, while managers should set out their expectations for performance and ensure that tolerance of errors is communicated.

At an individual level, mindfulness and cognitive behavioural strategies can reduce maladaptive perfectionism by addressing core irrational beliefs and critical self-evaluations, reducing rumination, and cultivating self-compassion.133,134 More information on maladaptive perfectionism and how it can be managed can be found in Shafran et al. (2018).135
Where the client presents in the burnout ‘process’ will influence the intervention (see below):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alarm phase</th>
<th>Resistance phase</th>
<th>Exhaustion phase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive: “This is challenging,” “I hope I don’t let myself down,” “I hope I don’t let others down,” “These are exciting times.”</td>
<td>Cognitive: “I mustn’t fail.”</td>
<td>Cognitive: “I can’t cope,” “I’m a failure,” “I’m letting colleagues and clients down,” “I will lose my job.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behaviour: increased working hours, reduced social contact, spending less time with family, increased alcohol intake.</td>
<td>Behaviour: avoidance of tasks that are not considered a ‘priority’, reduced social contact, alcohol misuse, overcompensation at work.</td>
<td>Emotion: fear, anxiety, anger, sadness (loss).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biological: increased energy, sleep latency increase, ruminating and obsessing over work.</td>
<td>Biological: poor sleep (latency increases), fatigue beginning, irritability, reduced concentration.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This person-centred approach will be more effective in detecting and managing burnout than generic interventions but will undoubtedly be time consuming for occupational health professionals. There is great demand for occupational health services in general and many practitioners are struggling to meet demand. The risk of work-related stress and burnout, already high in healthcare, increased further during the pandemic in line with rising pressures and short staffing which is ongoing. This is likely to have increased the workload of occupational health professionals further.

To ensure that occupational health practitioners are able to fulfil their crucial role in understanding and communicating the effects of work on health and functioning, identifying and preventing work-related health problems and promoting healthy living and working conditions, occupational health provision must be adequately resourced. The wide-ranging costs of work-related stress to individuals, organisations and society means that investing in a ‘healthy’ occupational health service is crucial. See SOM’s publication *Occupational Health: The Value Proposition* for more on this subject.
A HOLISTIC APPROACH TO SUPPORTING WELLBEING

The importance of introducing interventions at individual, organisational and tertiary levels has been discussed above and illustrated in the case studies and examples provided. The IGLOO model (comprising Individual; Group; Leader; Organisation; Overarching context) highlights the need to take a holistic approach to supporting workplace wellbeing. The model provides a framework to identify challenges, issues and possible intervention activities that can be implemented at each level. For example, to address fatigue in a maternity service, activities were introduced at each of the levels:

**Individual:** Raising awareness of the dangers of fatigue and the role “power naps” can play.

**Group:** Discussions around fatigue helped build peer support and challenge the stigma of not taking breaks or power naps. Work processes were also changed so that certain procedures were more likely to be delayed to the start of the day shift to reduce the workload of staff coming to the end of their night shifts.

**Leader:** Role modelling of power naps and taking breaks.

**Organisation:** Sofa beds were bought for staff to take power naps, with an additional staff member being on call and break patterns adjusted so that people could utilise the sofa beds provided. A new self-rota system is being trialled so that practitioners have more control over their shift patterns and night working.

**Overarching context:** This work has led to lobbying activities targeting politicians and stakeholders to change legislation around fatigue at work.

A holistic approach would operate across different levels, although it is not necessary to include all levels. What this approach encourages is a more sustainable approach, which recognises how issues and actions at one level need the support and actions at other levels. From the example above, training on fatigue awareness or the provision of sofa beds alone would probably have not been so successful if other changes to the working environment were not made that allowed staff to take better control over how they manage fatigue. This intervention is part of a series of case studies on effective interventions in healthcare contexts using the IGLOO model (see diagram below).
CONCLUSION

Organisations cannot afford to overlook burnout. Its direct and indirect costs to the healthcare sector are substantial. It not only poses a major threat to the health of practitioners but can also impair their performance, intensifying the risk of suboptimal care and more serious safety incidents. Burnout is also a common reason for turnover, which is a serious concern in light of the current staffing crisis in healthcare. Unfortunately, burnout is all too often seen as an individual ‘illness’, a failure to cope, or even a sign of weakness, which overlooks its true causes. This means that individually focused interventions are much more common than those that seek to tackle the unhealthy organisational practices that are the root cause of burnout. Awareness of how burnout can manifest and seeing it as a process that gradually unfolds over time will help identify signs of struggle at an early stage.

While individual focused solutions are undoubtedly important, they will not be effective in isolation unless organisational interventions are also embedded in policy and practice. Employee surveys can monitor levels of burnout and identify organisational risk factors over time, but particular attention is needed to early detection and management. This can be challenging as health and social care professionals often take pride in maintaining optimum performance even when they are burning out, meaning that the problems are often not detected until a critical point is reached. It is recommended that including burnout as a quality metric will raise awareness of its wide-ranging costs and the need to implement evidence-informed interventions. Care should be taken, however, that any sector-level processes introduced to monitor burnout are adequately resourced and do not inadvertently increase the pressures experienced by managers and employees.
CASE STUDIES

Case study 1: Natasha

Natasha is a nurse who was redeployed from her usual role on a general surgery ward to work on an intensive care unit during the winter of 2020/2021. Although that role was challenging, at first it was also rewarding. The unrelenting and traumatic nature of the work, however, alongside the very limited opportunity for specialist ICU staff to mentor and support Natasha, made her feel emotionally drained.

After three months of working on ICU, Natasha felt immensely relieved to be told she would be going back to her general surgical role. Unfortunately, this move became an ‘out of the frying pan and into the fire experience’ as, rather than a chance to ‘recharge’, she found herself working alongside many other exhausted general surgical nurses and increasing numbers of temporary staff she did not know. Furthermore, the surgical department manager made it very clear to staff that they needed to ‘gear up’ to deal with the huge backlog of operations that had built up because of the pandemic. Natasha’s usual out-of-work support network had also become disrupted at this time, as she had recently broken up from her partner and her aging parents both had significant health issues of their own which meant she felt unwilling to speak to them about the stress she was experiencing.

Natasha tried to speak to her direct supervisor about her poor sleep, finding it hard to motivate herself and manage her exhaustion, but it became quickly clear that her manager was not interested and, instead of listening, started to tell Natasha how much pressure they were under and, instead of listening, started to tell Natasha how much pressure they were under to cut waiting lists and how important it was that Natasha did not let the team down - she was also asked whether she could put in some extra shifts. Feeling betrayed by her seniors, cynical that no one was willing to listen to her and exhausted, Natasha was getting little satisfaction from a job she had previously enjoyed. She decided to make an appointment to see her GP as she felt that something had to change.

Case study 2: Rukshana

Rukshana was a trainee dentist who had excelled throughout her education, achieving three A* A-levels and a first-class degree in dentistry. She was a diligent student, studying intensively and spending many hours revising and writing for exams and coursework. Rukshana was finding her Dental Foundation year training exhausting and finding she couldn’t keep up with her administrative work. She was frequently missing deadlines and appeared distracted and sometimes distraught to colleagues. Rukshana was losing and misplacing equipment, only narrowly passed a key test and had failed to demonstrate competence on her review panel assessments. Rukshana’s Health Education England (HEE) practice supervisor recommended that she consider an assessment for dyslexia and ADHD after she became tearful in a supervision meeting. Rukshana had admitted that she thought she had made a terrible mistake, felt a burden to her placement colleagues and wasn’t sure she could ever become a dentist. The verbal assessments were the worst, she just didn’t know how she had managed to get this far, she clearly knew nothing!

On assessment, Rukshana was found to have a very high general IQ, but with significant differences between her strengths in perceptual reasoning, visual–motor coordination, writing and reading. Her working memory was below average and while her processing speed and verbal comprehension were in the average range, they were far below her significant strengths. A behavioural interview and data collected from her father as an informant confirmed that Rukshana had ADHD, and some traits of Autism. She also undertook a sensory profile assessment and was found to be hypersensitive to noise and touch, but hyposensitive to interoception. In short, Rukshana was being overwhelmed by her senses and unable to self-regulate her internal needs such as hunger, thirst, pain and tiredness. As an undergraduate, she had been able to pace and structure her life with long periods of decompression time, over-rehearsal to support memory and working in quiet spaces. On placement, however, she was unable to access these scaffolds and was burning out.
Through her HEE supervisor, Rukshana was able to access a professionally trained, neurodiversity-affirming workplace coach. Together they developed a timetable and strategies for identifying Rukshana’s natural rhythms and how to adapt her workload to fit. They agreed that her best time for thinking was in the morning, so she made sure she used this time of day to focus on admin and tasks where accuracy was essential. Rukshana negotiated with her placement a quiet corner in the office to write up notes and forms, so that she wasn’t distracted during this time. They also worked through state setting exercises and role played in preparation for review panel interviews.

Rukshana realised that her major skill was in visual spatial reasoning – excellent for dentistry but less so for explanations and verbal interviews. Her coach helped her develop techniques to connect back anything she wanted to say to a recent experience, which she could then ‘play back’ in her mind like a video to orientate her in what she wanted to say. She also agreed that Rukshana could repeat back questions before answering them, and request to take each one a point at a time. Rukshana also worked on her sleep hygiene and nutrition, she developed a batch cooking routine so that she was never working whilst hungry, as this was the cause of much destabilisation.

**Case study 3: Andrew**

Andrew had an excellent reputation in the hospital as a senior staff nurse working in the Accident and Emergency Department in a large teaching hospital. At the start of the pandemic, he was asked to move to the Intensive Therapy Unit due to his experience and skills. Andrew viewed the request very positively, feeling that he was being recognised for his hard work and dedication to his job and felt motivated to take on the challenge. He used his spare time to read up on COVID to prepare for the pandemic.

After a few weeks on ITU it became obvious to Andrew that he could never have been prepared for what he was experiencing in terms of the pressure and sadness of his work. During a ward meeting, the ward manager said “we just need to mop it up and push on” and Andrew tried to do this while providing the best care to his patients he was able to. Andrew felt increasingly exhausted, helpless and hopeless in his role, however, due to the nature of the pandemic, managing the workload and struggling to deliver the best care he could. He became more isolated both at work and home due to fatigue and felt unable to share his thoughts and feelings with the team.

At the end of every shift, Andrew only had enough energy left to go to bed, often missing out on meals. He stopped meeting his friends, as he felt too tired and was trying to prioritise his energy for work. Andrew’s sleep pattern became broken with early waking and he became increasingly tearful. He woke with a sense of dread for the coming day and ruminated over the ward manager’s words weeks earlier: “we just need to mop it up and push on”. Andrew eventually took sickness absence and, even after his recovery some six months later, he felt unable to return to his original role, taking a new position in another hospital at a lower grade.
Case study 4: Scott

Scott is a staff nurse with three years of post-registration experience. He enjoys caring for patients and being involved in teaching student nurses. Scott was reflecting on his practice and considering the next step in his career. He was aware that a post of a higher banding was likely to become vacant in the next six months and planned to apply for this. Scott had a longer term aim of becoming a ward manager with an eventual career goal of moving into nurse education. He was looking forward to achieving this goal - life was good.

A new member of staff, Jed, then joined the ward team and quickly became very friendly with the ward manager. Scott felt that Jed had an issue with him; initially he made unpleasant comments to/about Scott and then took every opportunity to undermine him, particularly when he gave his patient report at shift handover. The ward manager did nothing to stop this. Scott discussed the issue with a colleague who had witnessed some of these incidents, who suggested that it was a type of bullying and that Scott should discuss it with the ward manager. Scott decided not to take it further, however, as he felt it would be a waste of time due to the relationship between Jed and the manager.

Scott lived in rented accommodation and was keen to buy his own home. Consequently, he was undertaking extra duties and agency work in order to save for a deposit. The time he was spending undertaking extra duties on the ward and also doing agency work affected his work-life balance. Scott’s energy resources became depleted and he was experiencing signs of depression and had started receiving treatment from his GP. He no longer enjoyed his work, particularly as the bullying behaviour he experienced from Jed was becoming increasingly frequent and unpleasant.

The crunch came when Scott could no longer cope, felt totally de-motivated and no longer enjoyed his job. Scott tried speaking to his ward manager about Jed’s bullying behaviour. Her response was that he should “man up”; he was being over-sensitive as Jed’s comments were just banter. Her parting comment to Scott was that he needed to “get a sense of humour and behave like an adult not a child in the school playground”. Scott was extremely disappointed at the lack of support from his line manager and felt she was not taking his experiences with Jed seriously. He felt aggrieved as he had been a hard-working member of the ward team and had supported the ward at times of staffing crises by accepting additional shifts. Scott was also concerned that the situation was starting to affect his job performance. He reflected on his experiences and decided that his only option was to go off sick. That was the start of a six-month period of sickness absence for Scott that was followed by his resignation from a post which had previously given him great job satisfaction but was now grinding him down to complete exhaustion and burnout.
Case study 5: Jenny

Jenny was a junior doctor working in a paediatric unit. She had wanted to be a doctor for as long as she could remember, so to have this opportunity was (in her words) “my dream come true”. After a few weeks into her allocation on the unit, Jenny nearly made a drug error. The error was found by a Staff Nurse who was very supportive and reassured Jenny that no harm had occurred, and it was written up as a 'near miss' accident.

The weeks that followed had Jenny constantly checking her prescribing, even though she was being supported by a qualified Staff Nurse. Jenny found her regular supervision with her consultant being cancelled or cut short due to work pressures and felt unsupported. She stopped taking breaks with the team and started to isolate herself in the office, feeling exhausted when she got home. Her sleep pattern deteriorated quickly and she woke regularly in the night ruminating on the near miss drug error. Jenny started to lose her sense of meaning in a job she had wanted to do since she was ten years old. Thoughts regularly intruded into her mind, such as “What's the point?”.

Jenny started working longer and longer hours often staying very late going over and over the work she had done that day. Finally, on a day that her supervision was cancelled she felt she couldn’t cope anymore due to fatigue and constant anxiety and took sickness absence. Jenny was referred to occupational health and referred for cognitive behaviour therapy. She engaged well with the therapy and after four months started a graded return to work with regular supervision and support in place. The combination of support at the individual and organisational level was effective and Jenny was soon able to return to her role full-time.
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